
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF GEORGIA

ATLANTA DIVISION

IN RE HD SUPPLY
HOLDINGS,INC.SECL「 RITIES

LITIGATION

Presently before the

reasons set forth below, the

Motion.

*

*    CONSOLIDATED CASE
*     NO。 1:17-CV-02587-ELR
*

*

ORDER

Court is Defendants' Motion to Dismiss. For the

Court grants in part and denies in part Defendants'

I. Background

Lead Plaintinasl are city Pension Fund for Fireflghtersそ %Police(Dfflcers in

the City of卜/1iarni Beach,Pembroke Pines Pension Fund for Fireflghters and Police

Offlcers,and I■ollywood Police(Dfacers'Rctirement System. lDefendallts are■lD

Supply Holdings,Inc。 (``COmpany''or``HD Supply''),and JOseph J.DeAngelo and

Evan J.Levitt(``IndiVidual Defendants'')。 Plaintiffs bring suit on behalf of all

invcstors who purchased or otherwisc acquired HE)Supply conlrllon stock between

l ln an Order entcrcd On October 19,2017,the Court consolidated Citv of H01lvwood Police

譜 畿 鼎 晋 鸞 器 罹 冊 還 漁 端 洗 場 £鋭 当 1:llξ潔 i艦鷺 鰍:
Ebisike v.HD Supplv HOldings,Inc.,Case No.
making all future fllings in Case No.1:17-cv¨ 02587¨ ELR.[Doc.33].
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November 9,2016 and June 5, 2017, inclusive ("Class Period"). Plaintiffs bring

this suit on behalf of themselves and all others similarly situated to recover losses

suffered from Defendants' alleged violations of federal securities laws.

HD Supply is one of the largest commercial distributors in North America,

providing products and services to approximately 500,000 customers across a

variety of industrial sectors. The Company's business is concentrated in three

segments, with the most important being its Facilities Management ("FM")

division. As a commercial distributor, the FM segment's lifeblood is its supply

chain, which provides it with the ability to obtain the products needed by its

customers on a timely basis, and its ability to deliver those products to its

customers.

Defendant DeAngelo has served as HD Supply's President and Chief

Executive Officer ("CEO") since January 2005, and as Chairman of the Board of

Directors since March 12, 20t5. DeAngelo also served as the interim CEO of the

Company's FM segment from September 2Ol5 until June 5, 2017, when William

Stengel was appointed CEO of FM. Defendant Levitt served as HD Supply's

Senior Vice President, Chief Financial Officer ("CFO"), Chief Administrative

Officer, and Comptroller during the Class Period.

つ
乙
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The Court will discuss Plaintiffs' detailed allegations below, but provides

here a general summary of the facts Plaintiffs assert in their complaint as part of

their allegations:

5. In the months leading up to the class Period, FM's supply chain

experienced significant failures after relocating its headquarters cross-

country and laying off nearly all of its supply chain employees. FM

under-ordered inventory for its busy selling season, then, upon

realizing its problems, over-ordered to compensate, which, according

to former employees directly involved in the supply chain process,

"paralyzed" the Company's distribution centers as the FM business

struggled to process the excess incoming inventory and filI customer

orders at the same time. As a result, the FM segment failed to fulfill
orders, incurred massive additional expenses, and lost numerous

customers and sales. These failures also exposed systemic problems in

the segment's supply chain, and left FM floundering to clear its

inventory and struggling to return to normal operations.

6. Significantly, following FM's operational breakdown, Defendants

guaranteed the market that HD Supply was successfully implementing

measures to rectiff its supply chain deficiencies, and that any

inventory delays and expenditures would be quickly resolved. Indeed,

Defendant DeAngelo emphasized that he and the rest of the

COmpany'S SeniOr exeCutives were "laser fOCused" and "intensely

engag"d;' on the recovery. On November 9, 2016-the start of the

Class Period-Defendant DeAngelo appeared at the Robert W. Baird

Global Industrial Conference, where he assured investors that the

most serious deficiencies in FM's supply chain had been fixed, that

the Company's "supply-chain execution" had "tracked exactly where

we thought it would be," and that the recovery process was "on track'"

When analysts pressed for further information, DeAngelo reiterated

that "we have no surprises, we're right on track," and that the

Company was "perfectly positioned" to deliver strong results in 2017 .

7. Throughout the Class Period, Defendants repeated these assurances.

On Febru ary 22, 2017, Defendant Levitt appeared at the Barclays

Industrial Select Conference, where he further made clear that the

problems that had affected the FM supply chain rn 2016 had been
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rectified. Levitt acknowledged that the Company suffered "a bit of a
supply chain disruption" in 2016, but emphasized that "[a]ll of that's

behind us now. Supply chain is in [as] good condition as it's ever

been[.]" Levitt further added that the Company had "pivoted from that

supply chain recovery to a commercial recovery in November," and

that the Company felt "real good about where we are and the

prospects for 2017." Levitt's assurances had their intended effect on

investors: on February 23, 2Ol7 , the day after he spoke at the Barclays

conference, the price of HD Supply stock reached its Class Period

high of $44.49 per share.

8. Just one month later, with the stock still trading close to its Class
period high, Defendant DeAngelo liquidated virtually his entire stake

in the Company at prices that were artificially inflated by Defendants'

fraud. Beginning on March 29, 2017, and continuing over the course

of a mere five days, DeAngelo unloaded 1.3 million shares, or 80% of
his holdings in HD Supply, for proceeds of almost $54 million. Not

only were1h.r. sales massive in scale, they were also extraordinarily

,rrpi"iors in scope and timing. Indeed, DeAngelo had not sold a

singte share of HD Supply stock in the previous twelve months, and

he 
-drmped 

his stake just one month after Defendants falsely assured

investois that the problems that had impacted FM's supply chain in

2016 were .,behind us now." MOreOver, DeAngelo gave no

explanation for the liquidation, and no market-related rationale-such

as tax obligations or expiring options-was readily apparent'

DeAngelo's stock sales were so large and suspicious that HD Supply

took the extraordinary step of emailing its employees to assure them

that, despite his liquidation of stock, DeAngelo had not lost

confidence in the ComPanY.

9. In reality, Defendants knew full well that the problems that had

impacted the FM supply chain were not "behind us now," and that, in

stark contrast to Defendants' public statements, the supply chain was

not in "as good condition aS it's ever been." Indeed, former high-

ranking Company employees, each of whom were personally involved

in the supply-chui., ,..orery effort, confirmed that by November 2016

at the latest, it was well known inside the Company-including to the

Individual Defendants-that "the supply chain needed a massive

overhaul to meet demand," and that the Individual Defendants were

well aware of the continued deficiencies in the FM segment's supply
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chain. These employees also confirmed that the Individual Defendants

received daily reports and data that made clear the severity of the

supply chain problems, and that this information stood in direct

contrast to Defendants' public representations.

10. Significantly, these employees also independently confirmed that,

in December 2016, the "supply Chain Transformation Team," which

was tasked with guiding the supply chain recovery efforts, prepared a

detailed presentation for HD Supply's senior management' This

presentation meticulously outlined the dire need for a multi-million-
iollar, long-term overhaul of the Company's supply chain' Nazia Ali
(,,Ali,'), HD Supply's then-Director of Supply chain Transformation

and the head of this team, repeatedly stressed to the Individual

Defendants and the rest of the management team that the Company's

recovery efforts were ineffective and deficient, and required a much

more substantial plan. Defendant DeAngelo refused to implement the

team's recommendations, and instead Ali was fired just days later'

1 1. The full extent of Defendants' fraud was not revealed until June 6,

2017, when the company issued a press release admitting that,

contrary to Defendants' prior representations, FM's supply chain

issues had still not been fixed. on that day, the company disclosed

that: (1) the problems affecting the FM supply chain were still

materially impacting the Company's business, such that FM's Ql
2Ol7 adjusted EBIiDA;21 naa actually declined a staggering 13%

compared to the same quarter of the prior year-representing the

largest such drop in HD Supply's history as a public company; (2) the

FM supply chain recovery efforts would extend through the rest of
2017, urd.u.r', into 2018; and (3) as a result of the ongoing supply

chain problems, the Company would be forced to spend substantial

additional sums on the recovery efforts, which would materially

impact Adjusted EBITDA in future periods'

1,2. Moreover, during a conference call to discuss these results,

analysts pressed management for additional details regarding these

disclosures. In resporrr., DeAngelo adamantly refused to quantifi the

additional supply 
"huin 

investments. During the call, Defendants also

admitted thai,^in direct contrast to their statements in February 2017,

,=@sforearningsbeforeinterest,taxeS,depreciation,andamortization'

5
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that the supply chain problems were "behind us now," in reality the

FM supply chain had only just begun to function properly "exiting the

quarter," i.e., in May 2017 at the earliest.

13. Analysts were shocked by these admissions, slashing the

Company's ratings and excoriating management for their prior
misrepresentations. For example, Deutsche Bank issued a report

headlined, "Downgrading to Hold; Credibility Crunch," which

emphasized that management's credibility had become an

"impediment" given that management had "repeatedly professed high

confidence in the Company's profit trajectory," and was now calling
for "a sizeable ramp in FM investment spending for which details and

magnitude were not articulated." As such, it was "unclear when the

new elevated spending might subside, and could instead go on for
years." Similarly, RBC Capital Markets stated that the "most

troubling development was the new incremental FM spending that

was unexpected and frankly poorly explained on the call."

14. As a result of Defendants' disclosures, HD Supply's share price

crashed, falling 57.24 per share, or 17.5oh, from a close of $41 .27 pet

share on June 5,2017, to a close of $34.03 per share on June 6,2017 '

The stock fell another $1 .22pet share, or 4o/o, to $32.81 per share on

June 7, 2017, as the market continued to digest the news. In total, HD

Supply stock fell more than 20%o in just two trading days in response

to-these disclosures, wiping out a total of $1.7 billion in market

capitalization. Moreover, the stock price never recovered, and today

trades far below its Class Period high-and the prices at which

DeAngelo sold his stake in the Company.

15. Investors who purchased HD Supply common stock at artificially-

inflated prices during the Class Period have suffered substantial losses

from Defendants' violations of the federal securities laws' This action

seeks redress on behalf of these aggrieved shareholders.

Consolidated Am. Class Action Compl. at'lTll 5-15 [Doc'371'

plaintiffs bring claims pursuant to Section 10(b) of the Securities and

Exchange Act of lg34 ("Exchange Act") and Rule 10b-5 promulgated by the
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United States Securities and Exchange Commission against all Defendants.

Plaintiffs bring claims pursuant to Section 20(a) of the Exchange Act against the

Individual Defendants. Defendants' motion to dismiss is now before the Court'

II. Discussion

A. Section 10(b) & Rule 10b-5

"section 10(b) of the Securities and Exchange Act of 1934 and the

Securities and Exchange Commission's Rule 10b-5 prohibit making any material

misstatement or omission in connection with the purchase or sale of any security."

Halliburton Co. v. Erica P. John Fund. Inc.,134 S. Ct. 2398,2407 (2014)'

As explained by the United States Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit:

Section 10(b) makes it unlawful to

use or employ, in connection with the purchase or sale of
any security registered on a national securities exchange .

... ., any manipulative or deceptive device or contrivance

,.r .ori.uvention of such rules and regulations as the

Commission may prescribe as necessa.ry or appropriate in

the public interest or for the protection of investors.

15 U.S,C. $ 78j(b). Rule 10b-5, in turn, forbids

any person, directly or indirectly, . . .

(a) To employ any device, scheme, or artifice to defraud,

(b) To make any untrue statement of a material fact or to

omit to state a material fact necessary in order to make

the statements made, in the light of the circumstances

under which they were made, not misleading, or

7
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(c) To engage in any acl, practice, or course of business

which operates or would operate as a fraud or deceit
upon any person, in connection with the purchase or sale

of any security.

17 C.F.R. $ 240.10b-5.

Mizzaro v. Home Depot. Inc. ,544 F.3d 1230,1236 (11th Cir. 2008).

The United States Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit has succinctly

set out the standards governing Defendants' Motion as follows:

To survive a motion to dismiss, a claim brought under Rule 10b-5(b)

must satisfy: (1) the federal notice pleading requirements in Federal

Rule of Civil Procedure 8(a)(2) ("Rule 8(a)(2)"); (2) the special fraud

pleading requirements in Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 9(b) ("Rule

b&)"), and; (3) the additional pleading requirements in the Private

Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995 ("PSLRA"). See Phillips v'

Scientific-Atlanta. Inc., 374 F.3d 1015, 1016 (11th cir' 2004)

G*i.*i"g a Rulel0b-5(b) claim for a company's alleged

.^ugg.tuti,on of product demand); Ziemba v. Cascade Int'l. Inc', 256

F.3d 11g4, 1197,1202 (llth cir. 2ool) (reviewing a Rule 10b-5(b)

claim for a company's alleged misrepresentation of its profits).

Under Rule 8(a)(2), a complaint must contain "a short and plain

statement of the claim showing that the pleader is entitled to relief."

FBo. R. Ctv. P. 8(a)(2). The complaint must allege "enough facts to

state a claim to relief that is plausible on its face," and the factual

allegations "must be enough to raise a right to relief above the

speculative level." Bell Atl. Corp. v. Twombllu, 550 U.S. 544,555,

ilo, tz7 s.ct. t955,1965,1974,167 L.F,d.zd929 (2007)'

In addition to the Rule 8(a)(2) requirements, Rule 9(b) requires that,

for complaints alleging fraud or mistaka, "d party must state with

particularity the circumstances constituting fraud or mistake,"

alttrough "-[m]alice, intent, knowledge, and other conditions of a

p"rro.r;, mind may be alleged generally." FED. R. Ctv. P. 9(b). While

itule 9(b) does noi abrogate the concept of notice pleading, it plainly

requires a complaint to set forth: (1) precisely what statements or
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omissions were made in which documents or oral representations; (2)

the time and place of each such statement and the person responsible

for making (or, in the case of omissions, not making) them; (3) the

content of such statements and the manner in which they misled the

plaintiff, and; (4) what the defendant obtained as a consequence of the

fraud. Garfield v. NDC Health corp. , 466 F.3d 1255 , 1262 (11th Cir'
2006); Ziemba,256 F.3d at 1202. The "[f]ailure to satiss Rule 9(b) is

a ground for dismissal of a complaint." Corsello v. Lincare' Inc., 428

F.3d 1008, 1012 (11th Cir. 2005) (per curiam).

The PSLRA imposes additional heightened pleading requirements for

Rule 10b-5(b) actions. For Rule 10b-5(b) claims predicated on

allegedly false or misleading statements or omissions, the PSLRA

pto,idttthat"thecomplaintshallspecifl'eachstatementallegedto
have been misleading, the reason or reasons why the statement is

misleading, and, if an allegation regarding the statement or omission

is made on information and belief, the complaint shall state with

particularity all facts on which that belief is formed'" 15 IJ'S'C'

g za"-+1U;(r;. ena for all private Rule 10b-5(b) actions requiring

proof of scienter, "the complaint shall, with respect to each act or

omission alleged to violate this chapter, state with particularity facts

giving rise to a strong inference that the defendant acted with the

Iequiied state of mind [i.e., scienter]." Id., $ 78u-a@)(2). Although

factual allegations may be aggregated to infer scienter, scienter must

be allegeA witn respect to each defendant and with respect to each

alleged violation of the statute. Phillips, 374F.3d at 1016-18' If these

pSine pleading requirements are not satisfied, the court "shall"

dismiss the complaint. 15 U.S.C. $ 78u-a(bX3XA)'

In re Galectin Therapeutics. Inc. Sec. Litig. , 843 F'3d 1257, 1269'70 (11th

20r6).

To state a claim under $ l0(b) and Rule 10b-5, a plaintiff must allege:

(1) u material misrepresentation or omission; (2) made with scienter;

(3) a connection with the purchase or sale of a security; (4) reliance on

the misstatement or omission; (5) economic loss [i.e., damages]; and

(6) a causal connection between the material misrepresentation or

omission and the loss, commonly called "loss causation."

Cir.
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FindWhat lnv'r Grp.v.FindWh江 .com,658F。3d1282,1295(Hth Cir。 2011)

(quOtatiOn omitted).

1. Statements Were False or Misleading

Defendants argue that Plaintiffs failed to plead particularized facts

establishing that any of the challenged statements were false or lnisicading when

made,as required by Rule 9(b)and 15 U.SoC.§ 78u-4(b)(1)・ ``A statement is

misleading if in the light of the facts existing at the time of the[Statement].… [a]

reasonable investor, in the exercise of due care, WOuld have been rnisled by it.

Thus,the appropriate prirnaty inquiry is into the meaning of the statement to the

reasonable investor and its relationship to truth.'' FindWhatlnv'rG即
.,658F.3d at

1305(quotatiOn omitted).“ A duty to disclose may.… be crcated by a defendant's

previous decision to speak voluntarily,Where a defendant's failure to speak would

render the defendant's owll prior speech rnisleading or deceptive,a duty to disclose

arises,''md」 ph V.Arthur Andersen&Co.,800F.2d1040,1043(1lth Cir.1986).

Rule 10b-5 prohibits not only literally false statements,but also any

Ornissions of rnaterial fact``necessary in order to make the statements

made,in thc light ofthe circumstances undcr which they wcre madc,

nOt misleading.''17C.F.R.§ 240。 10b5(b).By V01untarily revealing

One fact about its operations,a duty arises for the corporation to

disclose such other facts,if any,as are necessary to ensure that what

was revcalcd is not``so incomplete as to miSlead.''Backman v.

Polaroid Corp.,910F.2d10, 16(lst Cir.1990)(cn banc)(quoting
SEC v.Texas Gulf Sulphur Co.,401F.2d833,862(2d Cir.1968);
accOrd Rudolph,800F.2d at 1043ぐ `Where a defendant's failure to

speak would render the defendant's oWn prior speech lnisleading or

deceptive,a duty to disclosc ariscs.'');Lorlnand v.UoS.Unwired,Inc。 ,

10
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565 F.3d 228, 248 (5th Cir. 2009) ("[T]he disclosure required by the

securities laws is measured not by literal truth, but by the ability of the

statements to accurately inform rather than mislead prospective

buyers."). "[E]ven absent a duty to speak, a party who discloses

material facts in connection with securities transactions assumes a

duty to speak fully and truthfully on those subjects." In re K-tel
Intern.. Inc. Sec. Litig.,300 F.3d 881,898 (Sth Cir.2002) (internal

quotation marks and alteration omitted). In sum, "a defendant may not

deal in half-truths." First Va. Bankshares v. Benson, 559 F.2d 1307,

1314 (5th Cir. 1977).

FindWhat Inv'r Grp., 658 F.3d at 1305.

As stated in the complaint, there are four instances where Plaintiffs allege

that Defendants made false and misleading statements. Plaintiffs rely heavily on

confidential witnesses throughout the complaint to show that Defendants'

statements were false or misleading. Thus, the Court will pause here to discuss

whether information from confidential witnesses can be considered.

A securities fraud complaint need not name a confidential source. Mizzaro,

544 F.3d at 1239. But the complaint must "unambiguously provide[] in a

cognizable and detailed way the basis of the whistleblower's knowledge'" Id. at

l23g-40. The complaint should describe "the foundation or basis of the

confidential witness's knowledge, including the position(s) held, the proximity to

the offending conduct, and the relevant time frame." Id. at 1240. Upon a review

of the complaint here, the Court finds that Plaintiffs have met these standards with

regard to the six confidential witnesses provided in the complaint. Compl. at ''lTtT
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34, n.4;35, n.5; 36, n.6; 37, n.7; 39, n. 8; 55, n.10. The Court will refer to these

witnesses as Plaintiffs have done in their complaint, i.e., CWl.

The Court will now examine Defendants' challenges to the alleged false or

misleading statements, as asserted by Plaintiffs in the complaint.

a) The November 9, 2016 Robert W. Baird Globol Industrial
Conference

Plaintiffs allege that the following statements were false or misleading, as

follows:

gl. on November 9, 2016, the first day of the class Period,

Defendants DeAngelo and Levitt took part in the Robert W. Baird

Global Industrial Conference. During the conference, Defendant

DeAngelo assured investors that the FM segment's recovery was

going smoothly: "[o]ur work in Facilities Maintenance on our suppl]z

chain is on track."

92. Asked whether any unexpected problems had come up in the prior

sixty days, Defendant DeAngelo respondedf "w]e've had nothing new

and interesting negative no surprises whatsoever." Defendant

DeAngelo further elaborated that the "supply-chain execution to-date

tracked exactly where we thought it would be, so we're essentially

through the balance of the supply chain." Similarly, regarding HD

Supply's "commercial recovery," DeAngelo stated that "[w]e have no

surprises. we're right on track."

93. During the conference, one analyst asked whether DeAngelo

foresaw any additional, as yet undisclosed costs as part of the FM
segment's recovery: "Is there anything from this point forward that is

going to flex up in the P&L or are all the costs in at this point?" In

response, DeAngelo stated: "All the costs are in at this point."

Compl. at fllT 9l-93 (emphasis in original).

12
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Viewing the complaint in the light most favorable to Plaintiffs, the Court

finds that Plaintiffs have pleaded the claims in Pargraphs 91 and 92 as false or

misleading with enough particularity to withstand dismissal at this time. See

Compl. at fl 95 (explaining the reasons that these statements were false or

misleading); see also id. at \n 46-47,51,54-55,63-65,113-114'

First, Defendants argue that statements about the FM supply chain being "on

track" are based on generalized allegations of persisting problems and a few

examples of such alleged problems that collectively fail to show that Defendants'

statements were false or misleading when made. The Court disagrees. Plaintiffs

have alleged that at least by August 2016, the Company started "Project Firefight"

to attempt to fix the supply chain disruption through triage measures' Id. al\ 44-

46. According to CWl, CW2, and CW3, part of this Project included daily

conference calls or "Firefight Meetings," which tracked the progress of the Project.

Id. at jl 46. In attendance at these daily meetings were regional management and

usually DeAngelo, Stengel, and the Company's Vice President of Distribution. Id.

DeAngelo participated in these calls "pretty much every duy," and asked specific

questions about how the individual distribution centers were performing. Id' In

addition, cw2's team provided daily data updates for management, which

included in-stock levels of critical products and fiIl-rates. Id. at fl 47. According

to CWl, this data was compiled daily from an internal"data warehouse" system

う
Ｄ
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and sent out every morning via emails "for everyone to see," which later served as

the basis for the daily meetings. Id. These daily updates were still happening by

November 2016. Id.

Plaintiffs have also specifically alleged that according to CWl, by

November 2016, it was apparent that "the supply chain needed a massive overhaul

to meet demand." Id. at tT 51. Plaintiffs further provide that

CW2 stated that the supply chain data that CW2's team prepared

specifically indicated that the supply chain recovery was experiencing

significant failures and was not where management wanted it to be.

CW+, who reported to CW2 and was also part of the team responsible

for preparing the underlying data, corroborated CW2's account.

Id. at fl 54. In addition to the daily meetings described above, Plaintiffs assert that

Defendant DeAngelo participated in weekly calls with directors of the distribution

centers and the supply chain team in Atlanta, which included Ali, who was heading

the Supply Chain Transformation Team, CW6, and CW1. Id. at $ 55' According

to CW6 and CWl, the supply chain data and progress of supply chain recovery

were communicated up the reporting chain to Defendant DeAngelo. Id.

Furthermore, in November 2016, according to CW6, the team lead - Ali - "had

told Stengel during their supply chain evaluation meetings that FM's distribution

centers were not able to function in their current state." Id. at 11 65. Additionally,

,.the supply chain transformation team, particularly Ali and CW6, had also briefed

Stengel on the systemic weaknesses in the supply chain in Novemb er 2016, which

14
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CW6 characterized as 'pull[ing] the curtain back a little and r[unning] them

through what was happening with distribution center operations."' Id. at fl 63'

Finally, "according to former employees, HD Supply executive management were

in receipt of hard data every day regarding distribution center performance, which

made clear the extent of the problems." Id. at 1 64. Thus, the Court rejects

Defendants, arguments that these are generahzed allegations and instead concludes

that plaintiffs have made particularized allegations about the FM supply chain

showing how it was not "on track." See Anastasio v. Internap Network Servs.

Corp., No. 1:08-CV-03462-JOF,2Ol1 WL l3l245OO, 4t *14 (N'D' Ga' Sept' 30'

201t) (statement that network migration was going "'ery smoothly" was false and

misleading where witness and whistleblower corroborated contemporaneous and

"continued operational problems")'

As for Pargraph 93 of the complaint, Defendants argue that Plaintiffs

mischaraclertze DeAngelo'S comments that "all costs are in'" The Court agrees'

The full statements were as follows:

Analyst: Okay. And so this system that's in place right now, or the

.upu.ity that's in place right now -- are there any changes as it relates

to whether it's a cost to running this new space or depreciation of a

building that you had to buyi Is there anything from this point

forward that is going to flex up in the P&L, or are all the costs in at

this Point?

DeAngelo: A11 the costs are in at this point'

15
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Levit: Yes, and the cost of those overflow facilities, or additional
facilities, will -- we've been experiencing those this year, and those

will continue into 2Ol7 and 2018. They're generally three-year

operating leases, so they are SG&A costs.

Defs.' Mot. to Dismiss, Ex. A at 5 [Doc. 43-3). As this full colloquy indicates,

Defendants did explain that there would be additional costs into 2017 and 2018 in

the form of additional facilities. Therefore, the specific statement from DeAngelo

in fl 93 that all costs were in is dismissed.

b) December 6, 2016 Press Release Announcing Third

Quarter Results

Plaintiffs allege that the following statements were false or

misleading, as follows:

96. On December 6, 2016, HD Supply issued a press release

announcing its third quarter 2016 financial results. Immediately
following the earnings announcement, HD Supply held an investor
conference call to discuss its Q3 2016 financial results. During the

call, Defendant DeAngelo highlighted that "the operational recovery
of our Facilities Maintenance supplv chain continues to make exciting

the teams are executi
gIlfeElatiens," and that "[t]he key daily metrics have seen strong
recovery since last earnings call and are now operating at or better
from the first quarter 2016levels."

97. Defendant DeAngelo further reiterated that "[w]e are on track"
regarding the supply chain recovery process, and that the FM supply
chain recovery was "tracking exactly where it should be."

98. An analyst asked what Defendant DeAngelo and Stengel were
doing "to make sure that you don't run into these cost ovemrns that
you experienced this year [in FM] ." DeAngelo responded that the
Company had been buying inventory and "ensuring it is perfectly
deplo)red," that "every 24 hours . . . we're looking at fth]is stuff in the
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right place for tomorrow's sales and for that selling season," and that
"we have an integrated end-to-end approach, plus our demand
planning is now systematic versus manual." These things, DeAngelo
said, "allow us to be successful coming into the selling season."

Compl. at flfl 96-98 (emphasis in original).

Viewing the complaint in the light most favorable to Plaintiffs, the Court

finds that Plaintiffs have pleaded these claims as false or misleading with enough

particularity to withstand dismissal at this time. See id. at fltT 100-101 (explaining

the reasons thatthese statements were false ormisleading); see also id. atlll} 56-61,

63-65; 1 13-1 15, 1 17-120; see Anastasio, 2011 WL 13124500, at *14.

Defendants argue that Plaintiffs' allegations that Defendants had access to

"daily data updates . . . from which they learned that the FM supply chain was not

meeting the Company's internal targets for progress in the recovery, including for

key metrics such as fill-rates and in-stock rates" are conclusory, non-specific, and

unsupported. Defs.'Mot. to Dismiss at 10. The Court disagrees. See Compl. atJf

42 (frll-rates were significantly lower, reporting near the "high 80's" rather than

the 99Yo fill-rate expected);11 43 (in-stock rate was supposed to be at 98.4Yo but by

fall of 2016 only one or two centers out of 40 had achieved a 90o/o in-stock rate); flfl

45-47, 54-55,63-64 (discussing the details of Project Firefight and daily Firefight

Meetings with DeAngelo and Stengel, daily updates including in-stock levels of

critical products and fill-rates sent to management, and weekly calls with

DeAngelo and Stengel and the supply chain team discussing the underlying data

t7
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and progress).3 This is sufficient to withstand dismissal, and any funher specificity

can be satisfied during discovery. In re Faro Techs. Sec. Litig., 534 F. Supp. 2d

1248, 1260 (M.D. Fla. 2007) (rejecting the defendants' argument that the plaintiff

never alleged the amount by which selling expenses were understated and not

requiring that the plaintiff "quantifiz the falsity to the penny"); In re Theragenics

Corp. Secs. Litig., 137 F. Supp. 2d 1339, 1346-47 (N.D. Ga. 2001) (finding the

plaintiffs need not state the exact number of medical professionals who provided

information to them or the sales volume that could be attributed to them and

instead it was sufficient that the plaintiffs provided the sources for their

information and belief and additional information could be obtained through

discovery).4

3 Defendants specifically attack how CW3 could know this metric information. First, the
complaint lists CWl as saying that the fill-rate was in the low 80's rather than the expected 99%
rate. Compl. at']f 42. This is sufficient without any corroboration from CW3. Second, CW3 was
a distribution center manager and participated in weekly calls where Company-wide distribution
center performance data was discussed. Id. at fl 36, n.6, fl 55. This occurred in November and
December 2016, even if CW3 left the Company in January 2017 as Defendants argue. Thus,
CW3 had the knowledge during the relevant time frame based on CW3's proximity to
information.
a Defendants attack the level of specificity Plaintiffs provide about an audit of the Company's
inventory. The complaint alleges that in December 2076, the Company hired a consulting firm
called REGIS to audit the inventory of FM's nine largest distribution centers and that the audit
revealed that FM's inventory management system was in total disrepair, with an accuracy rate of
80%0, below the 90Yo for industry standards. Compl. at n 62. The Court finds that this is
sufficiently plead with particularity. See In re Faro Techs. Sec. Litig., 534 F. Supp. 2d at 1260.
However, the Court notes that the complaint does not state when the audit was completed and
only that the Company hired REGIS in December 2016. Therefore, the Court does not rely on
the audit information to find that the complaint has properly alleged the false and misleading
statements from December 2016. Nevertheless, the complaint has pleaded enough information
about December 2016 to withstand dismissal even if the audit information is disregarded for
now.
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Similarly, Defendants contend that Plaintiffs have failed to plead the falsity

of statements reporting that certain supply chain metrics had returned to pre-2016

disruption levels because Plaintiffs do not speciff what levels of these metrics

were observed pre-disruption or plead any facts showing that the metrics were

below the stated levels at the time. See Compl. at \1196, 102. As explained above,

Plaintiffs have pleaded sufficient details regarding the falsity of the metrics

information based on the CWs' beliefs and information at the time, without having

to specifically quantifr how false the statements were when made. This will be

made clear through discovery. Moreover, even if DeAngelo's statements about the

metrics information from December 6, 2016, turns out to be true, he further

reiterated that the supply chain progress was "on track" and "tracking exactly

where it should be," which according to the CWs was not correct because through

November and December 2016, "the supply chain was still fundamentally broken"

(id. at 1.57), the distribution centers could not function in their current state (id. at fl

65), and a multi-million dollar overhaul of the supply chain was proposed by Ali,

the Company's Director of Supply Chain Transformation. Id. at tl 65.

Defendants further assert that the complaint's metrics information regarding

in-stock rates and fill rates is from the summer of 2016, prior to the Class Period.

However, this pre-Class Period information shows why Project Firefight began and

provides context for the CWs' accounts that by November 2016 the Company and
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DeAngelo were still participating in daily and weekly calls about the metrics and

distribution center performance that made clear the extent of the problems.

Further, as noted above, Plaintiffs have sufficiently alleged the problems that were

existing by November and December 2016, and any further quantifiable details can

be obtained through discovery.

c) February 22, 2017 Barclays Industrial Select Conference &
March 14, 2017 Press Release Announcing Fourth Quarter
and Full Year 2016 Results

Plaintiffs allege additional false or misleading statements by Defendants

from February 22,2017, as follows:

102. On February 22,2017, HD Supply management spoke at the
Barclays Industrial Select Conference. Defendant Levitt
unequivocally assured investors that the "supply chain disruption lisl
behind us now. Supply chain is in as good condition as it's ever been,
all the metrics that we watch on a 24-hour cadence in-stock positions,
fill rates, as good or better than they've ever been."

103. In response, an analyst asked Levitt to "help people understand
what happened to your supply chain . . . How does that happen? How
does that happen that you've closed down a headquarters and you
wake up all of a sudden [and] say, oh crap, or we messed up ."
Levitt responded by citing the Company's seasonal demand variances,
forecasting and ordering deficiencies, and late arrlal of overseas
inventory orders, all of which resulted in "strain on our distribution
centers." Significantly, however, Levitt again emphasized: "ft]hat is

us now. we pivoted from that supplv chai

Compl. at 1T1T 102-103 (emphasis in original).

commercial recovery [i.e.. a recovery of lost business] in November."
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Furthermore, Plaintiffs allege that the following statements were false or

misleading from March 14,2017, as follows:

105. On March 14, 2017, before market open, HD Supply issued a
press release announcing its results for the fourth quarter and full
fiscal year ended January 29,2017. The Company had met analyst

estimates for earnings per share; however, it announced lowered
Adjusted EBITDA guidance due to FM supply chain problems.

106. The same day, before market open, the Company held its Q4
2016 earnings call with analysts and investors. During the call, Levitt
announced an increase in the projected spending needed in the first
quarter of 2017 associated with the supply chain recovery, stating:

Our first quarter [Adjusted] EBITDA guidance includes
approximately $10 million of costs associated with2016
Facilities Maintenance supply chain recovery including
$2 million associated with labor we opted to retain
through a lower sales volume quarter to be prepared for
the upcoming selling season[,] $5 million associated with
freight expense and $: million associated with rent
expense contributed to real estate secured to expand
distribution center capacity.

108. Nonetheless, in spite of these disclosures, Defendant DeAngelo
assured investors that the increased spending was temporary, that
residual supply chain defects were "behind us," that FM had
"significant momentum," and that FM had "
recovery," i.e., a push to win back previously lost business:

First, I want to give an update on our Facilities
Maintenance commercial recoverv. which continues to
make solid progress. As a reminder, our Facilities
Maintenance supply chain interruption began with the
under-ordering of inventory in advance of the 2016
spring and summer selling seasons. Corrective action was
taken to adjust ordering in 2016, which resulted in an
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atypical amount of inventory, primarily long lead import
inventory arriving at our distribution centers during the

busy summer selling season. As a result, our distribution
center resources were stretched beyond the ordinary
course caoacitv and it took until November of 2016 to
process the inventory into our network and rebalance it
throughout the country to perfectly meet our local
customer promise.

On our third quarter call, we confirmed that the
rebalancing phase was behind us and that we have
pivoted into a commercial recovery. The three phases of
our commercial recovery are progressing as we expected.

Our February performance of Facilities Maintenance was
also in line with our expectations. Facilities Maintenance
has signifi cant momentum.

109. Asked if he was "confident in the progress that you are making,"
with FM DeAngelo responded "Yes, l00yo." And finally, an analyst
asked DeAngelo whether it was "still your expectation that Facilities
Maintenance growth can get to mid-single digits by May as we start to
hit the easier comparisons and the rental cycle picks up?" DeAngelo
responded "Yes, that's great."

Id. at t.[lT 105-106, 108-109 (emphasis in original).

Defendants argue that Plaintiffs have not pleaded facts to show that

recovery effortDefendants' specific statement about one aspect of the

rebalancing of inventory throughout the Company's distribution network - was not

false or misleading. Additionally, Defendants contend that Levitt's "behind us"

statement from February 2017 referred to several specific events which were

behind the Company. However, the complaint alleges that, by the beginning of
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2017, after Defendants rejected a large-scale proposal to address supply chain

problems from the Supply Chain Transformation Team, it was clear to CW6 "that

basically HD Supply had just decided to continue to muddle through with its

existing systems rather than undertaking the more extensive and appropriate

restructuring measures that were needed." Id. atll 71. In addition, the complaint

alleges that "by March 2017, according to CW5, FM and Company management

'still weren't fixing the issues long-term and they still weren't really getting over

the hump.' In fact, the Company was still failing to fulfill orders properly and to

manage its supply chain logistics correctly-the same problems that had plagued

FM during 2076)' Id. at 11 77. The Company's act of muddling through with

existing systems, rather than restructuring, and continuing to fail to fulfill orders

properly and manage supply chain logistics comectly, which had also plagued FM

in 2016, support Plaintiffs' allegations that Levitt made false statements about

supply chain disruption being behind the Company. While Defendants offer other

explanations, when viewed in the light most favorable to Plaintiffs, the Court finds

that Plaintiffs have made particularized allegations to survive dismissal. The same

is true on the issue of inventory rebalancing. Viewing the complaint in the light

most favorable to Plaintiffs, the Court finds that Plaintiffs have sufficiently alleged

that these particular statements about the inventory were false or misleading, and

that discovery will determine whether the rebalancing effort had actually fixed the
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supply chain's underlying problems. See Carlton v. Caruron, 184 F. Supp. 3d 428,

472 (5.D. Tex. 2016) ("downplay[ing] the extent and duration of the [] problems"

gave a false impression of "a viable operation that had minor and temporary

setbacks, overcame them, and was now ready for the long haul").

d) Forward-Looking Statements

Defendants argue that two of the statements above were forward-looking

and protected by the PSLRA's safe harbor provision. The PSLRA provides that

there is no liability with respect to any "forward-looking statement," thereby

creating a safe harbor for such statements. See 15 U.S.C. $ 78u-5(c). Under this

safe harbor provision, a defendant "shall not be liable with respect to any forward-

looking statement" if:

(A) the forward-looking statement is-

(i) identified as a forward-looking statement, and is
accompanied by meaningful cautionary statements identifying
important factors that could cause actual results to differ materially
from those in the forward-looking statement; or

(ii)immaterial; ...

Id. at $ 78u-5(cx1)(A).

The two statements challenged by Defendants are as follows:

. These things t- buying inventory, ensuring "it is perfectly
deployed," "looking at stuff in the right place for
tomorrow's sales and for that selling season," and having an

"integrated end-to-end approach, plus our demand planning is

now systematic versus manual - ] DeAngelo said, "allow us to
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be successful coming into the selling season." Compl' at fl 98;

and

o And finally, an analyst asked DeAngelo whether it was "still
your expectation that Facilities Maintenance growth can get to
mid-single digits by May as we start to hit the easier

comparisons and the rental cycle picks up?" DeAngelo
responded "Yes, that's great." Id. at fl 109'

Defendants argue that these statements were accompanied by meaningful

cautionary language, and therefore, as a matter of law, cannot support a viable

10(b) claim. The cautionary language referred to by Defendants can be found at

the beginning of the earnings calls in which the statements were made. Defs.' Mot.

to Dismiss, Ex. D at 2-3; Ex. E at 2. fDocs. 43-6, 43-7). The call statements also

referred the listener to risk factors discussed in the Company's annual report on

Form 10-K and those factors "described from time to time in HD Supply, Inc.'s

other filings with the US Securities and Exchange Commission." Id. at Ex. D at 2-

3; Ex. E at 2; see Filings at Ex. F at 3-4, 13-36 [Doc. 43-8] & Ex. G at 3-5, 14-38

[Doc. 43-9).

The cautionary language must "warn[] of risks of a significance similar to

that actually realized." In re S 1 Corp. Sec. Litig. , 173 F. Supp. 2d 1334, 1357

(N.D. Ga. 2001). Many of the cautionary language statements referred to by

Defendants are boilerplate and point out generalized risks but do not caution

against the more specific risks that Plaintiffs allege were known to Defendants at

the time. See In re Sci.-At1anta. Inc. Sec. Litig. ,239 F. Supp. 2d 1351, 1362 (N.D.
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Ga. 2OO2) ("Boilerplate warnings will not suffice as meaningful cautionary

statements The cautionary statements must convey substantive information

about factors that realistically could oause results to differ materially from those

projected in the forward-looking statement.") (quoting In re World Access. Inc'

Sec. Litig., 119 F. Supp. 2d 1348, 1357 (N.D. Ga. 2000) (quoting legislative

history)). While some of the other cautionary language in the SEC filings is not as

generalized, Defendants have referred the Court to over 50 pages of filings in

which they vaguely contend the cautionary language warned against specifics risks

similar to those actually reahzed. See Filings at Ex. F at 3-4, 13-36 & Ex. G at 3-5,

14-38. The Court will not use its scarce resources to scour 50 pages of filings in

the hopes of finding which cautionary language Defendants intended. Moreover,

the Court finds that this is a fact-intensive inquiry that is better suited for

disposition after discovery and that, accordingly, these statements survive

dismissal at this early stage.

") Puffery

Defendants argue that some statements are corporate optimism, or "puffery,"

that is deemed immaterial as a matter of law and thus not actionable under Section

10(b). The challenged statements are as follows:

. DeAngelo telling investors that "FM had significant
momentum." Compl. at !l 108;
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o Asked if DeAngelo was "confident in the progress that you are

making," with FM DeAngelo responded "Yes, l00Yo." Id' at fl
109; and

o DeAngelo stated that that the Company had been buying
inventory and "ensuring it is perfectly deployed." Id. at fl 98.

A statement can be dismissed as puffery as a matter of law only if it is

immaterial because it is so exaggerated or so vague that a reasonable investor

would not rely on it in considering the "total mix" of facts available. In re Sci.-

Atlanta. Inc. Sec. Litig. , 239 F. Supp. 2d at 1360. The Court finds that the first two

statements from Paragraphs 108 and 109 are puffery because they are vague and

not subject to any sort of objective verification or clear definition. See IBEW Loc.

595 Pension and Money Purchase Pension Plans v. ADT Corp. , 660 F. App'x 850,

857 (l lth Cir. 2016) (describing a stock repurchase plan as "thoughtful,"

"effective," and "optimal" was nonactionable corporate puffery); Next Century

Commc'ns Corp. v. Ellis,318 F.3d 1023,1029 (l1th Cir.2003) (characterizinga

comment regarding "strong performance" as nonactionable mere puffery).

However, the Court will not dismiss the last statement from Paragraph 98

regarding the perfect deployment of inventory because the comment is not vague

and subject to an objective verification.

fl CWs' Disagreements with Managerial Decisions

Finally, Defendants argue that, with regard to all of the alleged false or

misleading statements, the CWs' statements were merely disagreements with
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management about the steps that the Company could take to improve and that the

Company was always improving. The Court disagrees. As Plaintiffs argue in

response, the CWs listed in the complaint were tasked with assessing the supply

chain and determining how to repair it as well as reviewing, compiling, and

reporting supply chain performance metrics daily and weekly to the Individual

Defendants. Thus, they had the knowledge during the relevant time frame based

on a proximity to the supply chain issues. Viewing the complaint in the light most

favorable to Plaintiffs, the Court accepts the particularized statements from the

CWs at this time. Discovery may prove that Defendants are correct - that these six

CWs merely disagreed with how the Company was addressing problems with the

supply chain and that the Company was continuously improving. But at this early

stage, Plaintiffs have met the standard to survive dismissal.

In summary, the Court finds that Plaintiffs have pleaded sufficient

particularized facts to support their allegations that Defendants made false or

misleading statements to support Plaintiffs' 10(b) claims, except for the statements

from'1T.]193, 108, and 109 in the complaint as discussed herein.

2. Scienter

Defendants argue that Plaintiffs failed to plead particularized facts giving

rise to a "strong inference" that Defendants acted with the "required state of mind,"
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Or scientcr, as required by 15 U.S.C.§  78u-4(b)(2).Thc Elcvcnth Circuit has

explained the standard goveming scienter as follo、 vs:

Rule 10b-5 requires a plaintiff to show that the defendant rnade the

material rnisstatement or onlission with the requisite culpable state of

nlind,or scicnter.In this Circuit,``scienter consists of intent to defraud

or sevcre recklessness on the part of thc defendant.'' Edward J.

Goodman Life lncome Trust v.Jabil Circuit,Inc.,594F.3d783,790

(1lth Cir。 2010)(intcmal quotation marks omitted).As wc havc

explained,

[S]eVere  recklessness  is  hnlited  to  thosc  highly
unreasonable  orllissions  or  nlisrepresentations  that

involve . . . an extreme departure fron■ the standards of

ordinary care, and that present a danger of rnisleading

buyers or sellers which is cither known to the defendant

or is so obvious that the defendant rnust have been aware

of it.

Mizzaro,544F。 3d at 1238(quoting Bryant v.Avado Brands,Inc.,187

F,3d1271,1282n.18(1lth Cir。 1999))。

As we've notcd,the PSLRA explicitly requires that the complaint's

allegations crcate``a strong inference''Of Scienter.15U.S.C.§ 78u―

4(b)(2)(emphasis added)。 ``TO qualitt as`StrOng'… .an inference of

scienter rnust be more than inerely plausible or reasonable一 ―it must be

cogent and at least as compelling as any opposing inference of

nonfraudulent intent."Tellabs,Inc.v.Ⅳ Iakor lssues`%Rights,Ltd.,

551U.S.308,314,127S.Ct.2499,168L.Ed.2d179(2007).``The
inquiry is inherently comparative,'' as ``the court must take into

account plausible opposing inferences.'' Id. at 323, 127 S,Ct. 2499.

Thc PSLRA also rnandates that thc court asscss scienter``with respect

to cach act or omission alleged to violate this chapter.''15 UoS.C.§

78u-4(b)(2);accOrd Phillips vo Sci.― Atlanta,Inc.,374F.3d1015,1016

(1lth Cir.2004)(``[SCienter]muSt be inferred for cach defendant wJ乃
′θψθθ′′ο θαθ力ν′0′α″θ4.''(emphasis added)).``In sun■ ,the reviewing
court must ask: When the allegations are accepted as true and taken

collectively,would a reasonable person deem the inferencc of scienter
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at least as strong as any opposing inference?" Mizzato, 544 F.3d at

1239 (quoting Tellabs, 551 U.S. at326,127 S.Ct.2499).

FindWhat Inv'r Grp., 658 F.3d at 1299-1300.

First, Defendants argue that because Plaintiffs have failed to plead that

Defendants made false or misleading statements, there can be no scienter. Because

the Court has found that Plaintiffs have pleaded Defendants' alleged false or

misleading statements sufficiently, Defendants' argument fails. Plaintiffs'

allegations, as supported by six CWs, support an inference that Defendants were

aware of the true condition of the FM supply chain throughout the Class Period.

For example, the Individual Defendants were involved in daily and weekly updates

of the FM supply chain, including metrics data, gauged daily progress, and at least

DeAngelo, served as part of the "operating entity for Facilities Maintenance." See.

e.g., Compl. at fln74, 102, 113-115, 118, 120-121. Further, Plaintiffs allege that

DeAngelo initially approved a plan for a comprehensive multi-million dollar

overhaul of the supply chain, but two weeks later, shelved the plan and fired Ali,

the Company's then-Director of Supply Chain Transformation. Id. at T'lJ 66-68.

See Hubbard v. BankAtlantic Bancorp. Inc., No. 07-61542-CIV-UNGARO,2009

WL 3261941, at *3 (S.D. Fla. May 12, 2009) (finding allegations that the

individual defendants were presented with information that would have shown the

falsity of the company's financials or they were confronted with concerns

regarding the company's lending practices, as supported by confidential witnesses,
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were sufficient to show scienter); Primavera Inv'rs v. Liquidmetal Techs.. Inc.,403

F. Supp. 2d t151, 1158 (M.D. Fla. 2005) (finding scienter where, by virtue of their

positions, the individual defendants had unfettered access to internal information

and ample opportunity to prevent the release of any misleading statement).

Defendants argue that they cautioned throughout the Class Period that the

supply chain progress involved many steps and remained a work in progress, and

that the Company would continue to invest in, and incur expenses for,

improvements to the supply chain. However, Plaintiffs have also alleged that the

Individual Defendants stated, with regard to the supply chain, that there were no

surprises and they were right on track, FM supply chain teams were executing at or

ahead of expectations, inventory was perfectly deployed, supply chain disruption

was behind the Company and in as good condition as it had ever been by February

2017, and problems with the supply chain were "behind" them. See, e.g., Compl.

at tTtT 92,96-98, 102-103. While Defendants' arguments may turn out to be correct

after discovery, at this stage viewing the complaint in the light most favorable to

Plaintiffs, the Court finds that Plaintiffs' have sufficiently pleaded scienter.

Second, Defendants contend that DeAngelo's stock sales do not raise a

strong inference of scienter because each sale was made pursuant to a pre-arranged

10b5-1 plan, and thus, DeAngelo had no influence over how, when, or whether to

effect the sales of stock. Defendants point to two of DeAngelo's SEC filings,
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which state that DeAngelo's stock sales were made pursuant to a 10b5-1 plan.

Defs.' Mot. to Dismiss, Exs. J-K. There is no further information provided about

this plan, such as when DeAngelo adopted this plan or any details about it.5 In

light of these missing details, the Court cannot conclude that DeAngelo made the

sales according to a stock plan so as to wholly negate any scienter. See Richard

Thotte&Darrcl Weisheit vo Walter lnv.Mgmt.,Corp,lH F,Supp.3d1336,

1378 (S.D. Fla. 2015) (explaining that trading through 10b5-1 plan is not

automatically immunized because a clever insider might maximize their gain from

knowledge of an impending price drop over an extended amount of time and

disguise their conduct with a stock plan, and such plans are not a defense if they

were adopted during the class period).

Instead, Plaintiffs' allegations that DeAngelo sold almost his entire holdings

of Company stock over a five-day period for $53 million after having reassured

investors about the Company's supply chain recovery and that DeAngelo had not

sold any stock in the prior twelve months, supports a strong inference of scienter.6

In re Coca-Cola Enters. Inc. Sec. Liti&, 510 F. Supp. 2d 1187,1202 (N.D. Ga.

2007) ("To demonstrate the relevance of stock trades to the issue of scienter, a

plaintiff bear[s] the burden of showing that sales by insiders were in fact unusual

s Defendants also rely on Plaintiffs' allegations from the original complaint that the sales were
made pursuant to a stock plan; this is not the goveming complaint in this case. See Order, Dec.
18, 2017 [Doc. 40] (dismissing original complaint).
6 See Compl. at1182, n.11, noting that the only sale that DeAngelo made during 2016 was to
satisfy mandatory tax withholding requirements.
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or suspicious in amount and in timing."); see also Thorpe, 111 F. Supp. 3d at l37l

(scienter found where insider sold $2.3 million of stock in two days, two months

prior to corrective disclosure, after selling no shares the prior year). Such

allegations of a personal financial motive may "weigh heavily in favor of a scienter

inference." Tellabs. Inc., 551 U.S. at 325.

As for Levitt, Defendants argue that he did not make any stock sales, which

weighs against any inference that he acted with scienter. However, even without

the sales, Defendants' false or misleading statements as alleged by Plaintiffs are

sufficiently pleaded to support a strong inference of scienter.

3. Loss Causation

Defendants argue that Plaintiffs failed to adequately plead that their claimed

losses were caused by the alleged fraud. "The loss causation element of a Rule

10b-5 claim requires that the defendant's fraud be both the but-for and proximate

cause of the plaintiff s later losses." FindWhat Inv'r Grp., 658 F.3d at 1309. "The

plaintiff must show that the defendant's fraud-as opposed to some other factor-

proximately caused his claimed losses." Id. "To show loss causation in a $ 10(b)

claim, a plaintiff must offer proof of a causal connection between the

misrepresentation and the investment's subsequent decline in value." Meyer v.

Greene, 710 F.3d 1189, 1195 (l lth Cir. 2013) (quotation omitted). "However, the

plaintiff need not show that the defendant's misconduct was the sole and exclusive

３う
、
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cause of his injury; he need only show that the defendant's act was a substantial or

significant contributing cause." FindWhat Inv'r Grp., 658 F.3d at 1309 (quotation

omitted).

In a case such as this involving fraud-on-the-market, Plaintiffs can

demonstrate loss causation circumstantially as follows:

(1) identiffirg a "corrective disclosure" (a release of information that

reveals to the market the pertinent truth that was previously concealed

or obscured by the company's fraud); (2) showing that the stock price

dropped soon after the corrective disclosure; and (3) eliminating other
possible explanations for this price drop, so that the factfinder can

infer that it is more probable than not that it was the corrective
disclosure-as opposed to other possible depressive factors-that
caused at least a "substantial" amount of the price drop.

FindWhat Inv'r Grp.,658 F.3d at 1311-12 (footnote omitted). "To be corrective,

[a] disclosure need not precisely mirror the earlier misrepresentation, but it must at

least relate back to the misrepresentation and not to some other negative

information about the company." Melzer,710 F.3d at 1197 (quotation omitted).

"Further, a plaintiff need not rely on a single, complete corrective disclosure;

rather, it is possible to show that the truth gradually leaked out into the marketplace

through a series of partial disclosures." Id. (quotation omitted).

Plaintiffs allege two corrective disclosures in the complaint, as follows:

144. Defendants' disclosures on March 14, 2017 and June 6, 2017
revealed to the market the false and misleading nature of Defendants'
statements and omissions. On March 14, 2017, Defendants revealed
that the FM supply chain recovery was not completed as previously
stated, but instead S10 million of additional expenses was needed to
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get the supply chain recovery to completion. In response to
Defendants' March 14, 2017 partial disclosure, the price of HD
Supply common stock materially declined from a close of $42.68 on

March 13, 2Ol7 , to a close of $41 .02 on March 1,4, 20I7-a drop of
nearly 4oA on unusually high volume of 5.75 million shares, as

compared with less than half that volume on March 9 and 10,2017.

145. Then on June 6,2017, Defendants revealed the full truth of their
fraudulent conduct when they disclosed (a) that the supply chain

problems and prolonged recovery proaess had caused a $17 million
decline in FM's Ql Adjusted EBITDA as compared to the same

quarter the previous year-the largest such drop in HD Supply's
history as a public company; and (b) FM's supply chain would require
substantial additional investment during the remainder of the year and

into the following year in order to fully recover. In response to
Defendants' June 6, 2017 disclosures, the price of HD Supply
common stock plummeted by more than 20oh over the next two days,

from a close of $41.27 on June 5,2017, to a close of $34.03 on June

6,2017 , and then to a close of $32.81 on June 7 , 2017 .

Compl. at flfl 144-145.

First, Defendants argue that the announcement on March 14,2017, of $10

million of additional expenses necessary to get the supply chain recovery to

completion did not correct or reveal any prior challenged statement to have been

false because Defendants had repeatedly warned that the Company would continue

to incur such expenses. In support, Defendants cite to their following statements:

Defs.' Mtn. to Dismiss at 28 ("Ex. C at 11 ('[W]e're always making investments in

the supply chain. So it wouldn't be appropriate to assume that fsupply chain

recovery costs] go to zero.'); Ex. A at 5 (lease expense and other costs associated

with overflow facilities 'will continue into 2017 and 2018'); Ex. D at 14 (HD
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Supply would retain labor hired for recovery efforts to be prepared for upcoming

2Ol7 selling season.")). While these statements may show that additional expenses

might be necessary, none of these statements indicates that $10 million worth of

expenses was to be expected. On the same day as the announcement of the $10

million in expenses, Levitt announced the spending as $2 million associated with

labor, $5 million associated with freight expenses, and $3 million associated with

rent expenses. Compl. at 1T 106. Even if the Court accepted Defendants'

statements that Defendants had warned of the labor and rent expenses (see supra at

Ex. A and Ex. D), there is no explanation for the additional $5 million for freight

expenses. Moreover, while the announcement of the $10 million does not

precisely mirror the earlier alleged misrepresentations about the supply chain

recovery - that there were no surprises and they were right on track, FM supply

chain teams were executing at or ahead of expectations, inventory was perfectly

deployed, supply chain disruption was behind the Company and in as good

condition as it had ever been by February 2017, and problems with the supply

chain were "behind" them, Compl. at fl'll 92,96-98, 102-103 - the $10 million

announcement for supply chain recovery completion does relate back to the

misrepresentations.

Second, the Court need not view the March 14,2017 corrective disclosure in

isolation and can consider the additional alleged corrective disclosure made on
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June 6, 2017. Meyer, 710 F.3d at ll97 (court can consider series of partial

disclosures). Defendants argue that Plaintiffs have failed to plead facts

establishing that the decline in Ql EBITDA was caused by the supply chain

problems or that the additional investment spending was intended to address any

undisclosed problems with the supply chain. However, Plaintiffs did plead facts

showing that in response to the June 6 announcement, analysts lost faith in

management credibility, contending that management credibility was now an

impediment to a sustained higher share price, and analysts stated that the "most

troubling development was the new incremental FM spending that was unexpected

and frankly poorly explained on the call," and that "the key new development that

appears to have spooked investors was Outperform-rated HD Supply's admission

that it needed to invest more than previously expected in FM." Compl. at flfl 88-

89. These analysts' reports support Plaintiffs' inference that the June 6

announcement revealed a truth to the market about FM. See Thorpe, 111 F. Supp.

3d at 1382-83 (relying on analysts' reports to strengthen the inference that the

disclosure revealed a truth to the market in support of loss causation).7

7 Defendants argue in their reply that certain portions of the analysts' reports indicate other
explanations for the June 6, 2017 announcement rather than problems with the supply chain.
While these portions do seem to indicate other explanations, the information relied upon by
Plaintiffs is also in the analysts' reports and supports Plaintiffs' position. Viewing the complaint
in the light most favorable to Plaintiffs, as the Court must, the Court accepts the allegations from
Plaintiffs in the analysts' reports to support loss causation. See Rosk], ex rel. Wellcare Health
Plans. Inc. v. Farha, No. 8:07-CY-1952-T-26MAP,2009 WL 3853592, at *7 (M.D. Fla. Mar. 30,

5/
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Furthermore, Stengel stated that supply chain performance had only improved by

May 2017, at the end of the first quarter of 2017, thereby contradicting Levitt's

statements from at least February 2017 that the supply chain was in as good

condition as it had ever been and all metrics were good or better than they had ever

been. See Compl. at n74. Once againthe June 6 announcement may not precisely

mirror Defendants' prior alleged misrepresentations, but it does relate back'8 Thus,

when viewed in totality, the Court finds that Plaintiffs have pleaded sufficient facts

to support that the March 14 and June 6 announcements were corrective

disclosures, there was a price drop after the announcements, and a factfinder could

infer at this stage that it was more probable than not that the corrective disclosure

caused at least a substantial amount of the price drop.

In sum, the Court finds that Plaintiffs' 10(b) claims are sufficiently pleaded

so as to proceed except for the specific statements discussed herein found in the

complaint atParagraphs 93, 108, 109.

2009) ("loss causation is a fact-based inquiry that is generally not proper to resolve on a motion
to dismiss").
8 Defendants argue that the investments were instead for "e-commerce, mobile, sales force

effectiveness, and data analytics" and "developing a next generation customer-centric
omnichannel environment for our customers." Defs.' Reply at 7 [Doc. 50]. While these

statements do show that the Company was investing in these areas, they do not negate Plaintiffs'
allegations about the $10 million investment in FM as specifically described by the Company for
freight, labor, and rent expenses and analysts'reactions to troubled FM spending.
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B. Section 20(a) of the Exchange Act

Defendants argue that because Plaintiffs have failed to plead a primary

violation of Section 10(b) and Rule 10b-5, their control person claims under

Section 20(a) must also be dismissed. Having found that all but three specific

statements of the 10(b) claims survive, the Court denies Defendants'Motion to

Dismiss the Section 20(a) claims.

III. Conclusion

For the foregoing reasons, the Court GRANTS IN PART AND DENIES

IN PART Defendants' Motion to Dismiss [Doc. 43], dismissing only the specific

statements discussed herein found in Paragraphs 93, 108, and 109 from the

complaint.

SO C)RDEREE),this_/そ?力tayOfseptember,2018.

United States District Judge

Northern District of Georgia

Eleanor L. Ross
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